
Steve Kaufman's Favorite Celtic Hornpipes
For Guitar: An In-Depth Exploration
In the realm of Celtic music, the hornpipe holds a cherished place,
capturing the essence of Irish and Scottish traditions with its lively rhythms
and infectious melodies. Guitarist Steve Kaufman, renowned for his
virtuosic fingerstyle playing and deep understanding of Celtic music, has
compiled a captivating collection of hornpipe arrangements in his book
"Steve Kaufman's Favorite Celtic Hornpipes For Guitar." This
comprehensive guide offers a profound exploration into the enchanting
world of hornpipes, providing guitarists of all levels with the tools and
insights to master these captivating tunes.

Historical Roots and Musical Characteristics

Hornpipes originated in the British Isles, tracing their lineage back to the
17th century. These spirited melodies were initially played on bagpipes, but
over time, they found their way onto other instruments, including the fiddle,
flute, and guitar. Hornpipes are characterized by their lively 4/4 time
signature and a distinctive rhythmic pattern that alternates between eighth
and sixteenth notes. The melodies often feature intricate ornamentation,
creating a lively and captivating soundscape.
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Technical Nuances and Fingerstyle Techniques

Mastering Celtic hornpipes on the guitar requires a combination of technical
proficiency and an understanding of the traditional style. Kaufman's
arrangements provide detailed tablature and notation, guiding guitarists
through the intricate picking patterns and ornaments that define these
tunes. He emphasizes the importance of using a light touch, precise finger
placement, and a steady rhythm to capture the authentic sound of the
hornpipe.

Picking Patterns

The rhythmic foundation of hornpipes lies in the alternating bass and treble
picking patterns. Kaufman breaks down these patterns into manageable
segments, explaining how to use hammer-ons, pull-offs, and slides to
create the characteristic syncopated rhythms.

Ornaments and Embellishments

Celtic hornpipes are adorned with a rich tapestry of ornaments and
embellishments that add depth and character to the melodies. Kaufman
teaches guitarists how to incorporate grace notes, triplets, and rolls into
their playing, enhancing the expressiveness and authenticity of their
performances.

Exploring the Collection
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Kaufman's book features 20 beloved Celtic hornpipes, each with its own
unique character and history. He provides insightful commentary on the
origins and cultural significance of each tune, offering a deeper
understanding of the rich tapestry of Celtic music.

The Banshee

This haunting and evocative hornpipe is said to be played by the banshee,
a female spirit from Irish folklore who wails to announce an impending
death. Kaufman's arrangement captures the eerie and otherworldly
essence of this melody, using harmonics and a delicate touch to create a
spine-tingling atmosphere.

The Blackthorn Stick

A spirited and energetic hornpipe, "The Blackthorn Stick" is a popular
choice for Irish step dancing. Kaufman's arrangement showcases the lively
rhythms and melodic drive of this tune, providing guitarists with an
opportunity to develop their dexterity and rhythmic precision.

The Humors of Whiskey

This humorous and lighthearted hornpipe celebrates the joys of whiskey
and the camaraderie it brings. Kaufman's arrangement is both playful and
virtuosic, featuring intricate picking patterns and a charming melody that
will surely put a smile on the listener's face.

Steve Kaufman's "Favorite Celtic Hornpipes For Guitar" is an invaluable
resource for guitarists seeking to explore the enchanting world of Celtic
music. Through his detailed arrangements, insightful commentary, and
deep understanding of the tradition, Kaufman provides a comprehensive
and engaging guide to mastering these captivating tunes. Whether you're a



seasoned performer or just beginning your Celtic journey, this book will
inspire you to play these beloved melodies with authenticity and passion,
carrying the vibrant spirit of Celtic hornpipes into the future.
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